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                                 Unit 1- Theme 3, 4 

  A-Vocabulary:              
  Question 1:  (Multiple Choices): 

              Choose which represents the correct choice for every question. 

  

When you search for something that means you ..……1. 

(D)  sleep (C)  walk (B) quest (A) run            

Background or surroundings are ..…… 2. 

(D) settings © frame (B) game (A) picture   

To make something less or lower means ……… 3. 

(D) small (C) big (B) increase  (A) reduce  

………………. means to hit or strike. 4.  

(D) Grow (C) Buffet (B) Bench  (A) Play  

If you have a ……….. reason to do something you should do it.  5. 

(D)  agree (C) no (B)  small (A)  major  

A special assignment is a …….. 6. 

(D)  cheerful (C)  help (B) mission (A)  price  

Natural ………… like hurricanes are risky.  7. 

(D)  tornado (C) disasters (B)  harming (A) rains          

To work or act is to ………………… 8. 

(D) excitement (C) involved (B) function  (A)  useful  

A force that pulls objects on earth’s surface is __________. 9. 

(D)  peace (C) color (B) rain (A) gravity  

_________ means confusing network of path or passageways. 10.  

(D) Maze.  (C) Visitors (B) Supply (A)  Junior  

When something is ………………..it is changed or arranged differently. 11. 

(D) causing damage (C)  adjusted (B)  play game (A)  absolutely  
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It includes the air, water, and land 12. 

(D) environment (C) grace (B)  joke (A) healthy  

 This sidewalk is a no-parking ……….13. 

(D)  function (C)  gravity (B) fragrance (A) zone          

Terrible and unexpected events are ……………. 14. 

(D) celebration (C) disasters (B)  mission (A)  adjusted  

Air pollution is a ……………….environmental problem. 15. 

(D) mission (C) gravity (B) major (A) reduce  

The explorer went on a …………….for gold. 16.  

(D) quest (C) gravity (B) buffet (A) adjusted  

Question 2: (Pairing Questions) 

Match the pictures from column (1) with the appropriate word from   

column (2).  

Column (2) Column (1) 

(A) sword 1)          

 

(B) theory                                      2)                

(C) hook 3)            

 

(D)  jeer 

4)            

(E )  plume           

 

(F)  booth    

       6)           
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B-Spelling: 
  Question 1: (Multiple Choices): 

              Choose which represents the correct choice for every question.              
 

Which of the following spelling word is spelled correctly. 1. 

(D)  croks (C) crroks (B)  crooks (A) crokks  

Which of the following spelling word is spelled correctly. 2. 

(D)  viw (C)  vew (B)veew (A)  view  

Which of the following spelling word is spelled correctly. 3. 

(D) mut   (C) mute   (B) moie. (A)  mutte  

Which of the following spelling word is spelled correctly. 4. 

(D) prov (C) pruve (B)  profe (A)  prove  

(G)  gravity 
       7)            

(H)  heart 

       8)         

( I) bamboo 

       9)     

(J) chart 

      10)        

(K)  harsh       11) 

(L)   maze  

 

 

     12) 

(M)  major       13) 

(N) reduce  

(O) tuna  

(P) thorn  

(Q) mute  
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Which of the following spelling word is spelled correctly. 5. 

(D) doom (C) duom  (B) doum (A)  dom  

 

Which of the following spelling word is spelled correctly. 6. 

(D)  sware (C) sweer (B) swear (A)  swar  

fl…re (Complete the word with the correct letter).  7 

(D)  a (C)  e (B) h (A)  r  

for…e (Complete the word with the correct letter). 8. 

(D)  r (C)  o (B) c (A)  t  

sca…ce (Complete the word with the correct letter). 9. 

(D) l (C)  r (B)  o (A)  a  

bar…e (Complete the word with the correct letter). 10. 

(D) f (C)  e (B) g (A)  o  

cle….r (Complete the word with the correct letter). 11. 

(D)  m (C) s (B)  i (A)  a  

s…eer (Complete the word with the correct letter). 12. 

(D) l (C)  d (B) k  (A) n  

Choose the word with the /ur/ 13. 

(D) union (C) spur (B) marsh (A) scorn  

Choose the word with the /u/ 14. 

(D) alive (C)  behind (B)  about (A) duty  

Choose the word with the /or/ 15. 

(D) scorn (C) starch (B) hammer (A)  attract  

 

C- Grammar: 

Question 1:  (Multiple Choices): 
              Choose which represents the correct choice for every question. 
 

Sara is happy, ……..Wafa is happy too.(choose the right conjunction) 1. 

(D) also (C)  or (B)  and (A) but  

Ahmad is smart like Ali. (choose the right text structure) 2. 

(D) both (C) none  (B)  contrast (A)  compare  
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Nada and Lara are in sixth grade .(choose the right text structure) 3. 

(D) run-on © none (B) simple (A)  compound  

Ali likes football, but Ahmad doesn’t. (choose the right text structure) 4. 

(D) run-on (C)  none (B) simple (A)  compound  

Sami is a doctor, on the other hand Saad is a cop.(choose the right text 

structure) 

5. 

(D)  run-on (C)  none (B) simple (A)  compound  

Maha and Noha are students. (choose the right text structure) 6. 

(D) run-on (C)   none (B) simple (A)  compound  

Heba’s bag is different from her sister's. (choose the right text structure) 7. 

(D) run-on (C)  none (B) simple (A)  compound  

Unlike Khaled, Omar loves Math. (choose the right text structure) 8. 

(D) run-on (C)  none (B)  contrast (A)  compare  

 Every night Soha would watch TV then she goes to sleep.(correct the run-on 

sentences) 

9. 

(D) TV Then  (C)  TV. Then (B)TV.then (A) TV,then  

 Zainab loved the soil, the trees, and the flowers they.enjoyed their 

time(correct the run-on sentences) 

10. 

(D) flowers. They (C) flowers,they (B)  flowers,They (A)  flowers.they  

Ali walked into town?all the dogs barked at him (correct the run-on sentences) 11. 

(D) town,All  (C)  town.all (B) town. All (A) town,all  

 Sara used her pen to write she chose the red one.(correct the run-on sentences) 12. 

(D)write,She (C)  write.she (B) write,she (A)  write. She  

Do you want to eat pizza, or do you want to eat rice? The conjunction is : 13. 

(D) or         (C)   eat         (B) you         (A)  Do  
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Question 2: (True or False) 
 

Put  Ⓣ True if the words make  a  sentence or Ⓕ False if the words do not 

 make a sentence. 

     

1) Somayah but Maha went to school     T      F 

2)  dear Mr. adam. I am writing for you?     T      F 

3)  Buffet means to hit.     T      F 

4)  I am 11 years old.     T      F 

5)  Settings are backgrounds or surroundings.     T      F 

 

 

 

 

 

D- Writing 

Unscramble the sentences and put them in right order. 

1.  to / Julie/ speaks / my father/. 
____________________________________ 

2.  slowly / his meal/ ate / Sam/. 

________________________________ 

3.  an e-mail / sent/ My friend / me /.    

_________________________________ 
 

4. the tree/ The car/ hit/ with great force 

_________________________________ 

5. on the train/ate/this morning/John/breakfast/his. 

_________________________________ 

 

 

 

 



 

 

 

Question 2:  (Multiple Choices): 
                        Choose which represents the correct choice for every question. 
 

My sister writes English neatly. (choose the object) 1. 

(D) English (C)  sister (B)  writes (A) My   

My mother gave me a gift. (choose the verb) 2. 

(D) gift (C)  me  (B)  gave (A) My  

We went to the party with our mother. (choose the subject) 3. 

(D) mother (C) party  (B)  went (A)  We  

The father buys his son some cookies. (choose the verb) 4. 

(D) cookies © son (B) buys (A)  The father  

The herd returns to the barn every night. (choose the subject) 5. 

(D) night (C)  returns (B) barn (A)  The herd  

You have to share it with our friends. (choose the verb) 5. 

(D)  you (C)  our (B) with (A)  have  

My brother left to Canada. (Choose the object) 6. 

(D) left (C)   My brother (B) Canada (A)  to  

The bus returns to the station at night. (choose the subject) 7. 

(D) returns (C)  night (B) station (A)  The bus  

It makes me forget all my problems. (choose the subject) 8. 

(D) problems (C)  me (B)  makes (A)  It  

 You have to share it with other friends. (choose the verb) 9. 

(D) have  (C)  friends (B) other (A) You  

 We have a car waiting outside. (choose the subject) 10. 

(D) waiting (C) outside (B)  We (A)  car  

My friend sent me an email. (choose the object) 11. 

(D) me  (C)  My friend (B) email (A) sent  

My father speaks to Julie. (choose the verb) 12. 

(D)speaks (C)  to (B) My father (A)  Julie  
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E- Reading Comprehension: 

Read the paragraph and answer the questions. 
bats they can  d friendly creatures. Like someDolphins are intelligent an

h helps them find food. For centuries they also use a kind of radar, whic

have been friends of sailors all over the world. They often follow ships and 

However, the  .who have fallen overboard  on occasions have saved sailors

f Europe where number of dolphins is falling dramatically. Off the coasts o

.there is a lot of pollution 

1. How do dolphins find food? 

_______________________________________________________ 

    2- Fill in the blank:  

      1. They have been friends of    __________ all over the world. 

      2. The number of ___________ is falling dramatically. 

 

Read the story below. Then answer the questions. -B  

The astronauts eat the food with a knife, fork and spoon, but they 
have to be very careful because in zero-gravity bits of food can fly 
through the air! For snacks, peanuts and dried fruit are eaten. 
They also have a hot- water gun to make coffee and tea, and the 
astronauts have to drink through a plastic tube.  

 

1- What  do astronauts eat for snacks? 

_______________________________________________________________________ 

    2- Fill in the blank:  

1-  Astronauts drink through a ________________________ 

2-  In  ___________bits of food can fly through the air! 

 

May Allah guide you.                                                                6th
 English Language Teachers 
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                                                                      Unit 1.5 and Unit 2.1 - 2,4 

  A-Vocabulary:              
  Question 1:  (Multiple Choices): 

              Choose which represents the correct choice for every question. 

  

The game was ……………….. because of the rain.1. 

(D)  celebration (C)  cancelled (B) variety (A) moistened  

Mr. Ahmed asked for the students…… 2. 

(D) cooperation (C)  fragrance (B) canceled (A) celebration  

Mom keeps a…………… of healthy snacks. 3. 

(D) canceled (C) variety (B) celebration (A) theory  

Our school held a …………..when we won a prize. 4.  

(D) celebration (C) theory  (B)  moistened (A) variety    

If you have a collection of different types ……………..  5. 

(D)  celebration (C) theory (B)  variety  (A)  moistened  

A sweet and pleasant smell is ….. 6. 

(D)  canceled (C)  variety (B) fragrance (A)  theory  

Helping others and working together means ……… 7. 

(D)  cooperation (C) theory (B)  moistened (A) variety         

To …….. is to eat or drink with a loud sound. 8. 

(D) injury (C) mournful (B) slurp (A)  shrieks  

…………… is a place to put pictures, notices, and posters. 9. 

(D) Shrieks (C) Bulletin board (B) Slurp (A) Injury  

The ……………of flowers always makes me think of spring. 10.  

(D) slurp  (C) fragrance (B) decency (A)  injury  

The people were………… for their president's death. 11. 

(D) mournful (C)  injury (B)  slurp (A)  decency  

………….. is the quality of being polite and considerate. 12. 

(D) Sympathy (C) Decency (B)  Injury (A) Slurp  
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 The boy was……..the books to his friend.13. 

(D)  slurp (C)  shrieks (B) delivering (A) injury    

 

 

loud cries. 14. 

(D) slurp (C) shrieks (B)  injury (A)  sympathy  

When someone understands others' feelings. 15. 

(D) delivering (C) sympathy (B) shrieks (A) decency  

Something is changed 16.  

(D) canceled (C) fragrance (B) variety (A) transformed  

Question 2: (Pairing Questions) 

Match the pictures from column (1) with the appropriate word from   

column (2).  

Column (2) Column (1) 

(A)  engineer 1)  

(B)  injury                                      2)  

(C) fragrance 3)           

 

(D) footsteps 

4)  

(E )   year 5)           

 

(F) cooperation    

       6)        

(G) bulletin board        7)            
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B. SPELLING. 
Choose the correct answer. 

 

(H)  variety        8)         

(I)   ice skating 
        9)   

(J)   chart       10)      

(K)  harsh      11)   

(L)  cancelled  

(M)  flagpole  

(N) celebration  

Which of the following spelling word is spelled correctly? 1. 

(D)  sqoorm (C) sqirm (B)  squirm (A) skwirm  

Which of the following spelling word is spelled correctly? 2. 

(D)  drerey (C)  dreary (B) drery (A) dreery  

Which of the following spelling word is spelled correctly? 3. 

(D) nirve   (C) nirv (B) nurv (A)  nerve  

Which of the following spelling word is spelled correctly? 4. 

(D) surfe (C) soorf (B)  sirf (A)  surf  

Which of the following spelling word is spelled correctly? 5. 

(D) lerke (C) lurke (B) loork (A)  lurk  

Which of the following spelling word is spelled correctly? 6. 

(D)  clear (C) clere (B) cleer (A)  clir  
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sp…r (Complete the word with the correct letter).  7 

(D)  a (C)  e (B) u (A)  r  

j…er (Complete the word with the correct letter). 8. 

(D)  r (C)  o (B) e (A)  t  

ver…e (Complete the word with the correct letter). 9. 

(D) s (C)  r (B)  o (A)  a  

s…ern (Complete the word with the correct letter). 10. 

(D) f (C)  e (B) t (A)  o  

l….rk (Complete the word with the correct letter). 11. 

(D)  m (C) s (B)  i (A)  u  

ye...r (Complete the word with the correct letter). 12. 

(D) l (C)  a (B) k  (A) n  

snee… (Complete the word with the correct letter). 13. 

(D) t (C) r (B) a (A) l  

Choose the word with the /ur/ 14. 

(D) clear (C)  jeer (B)  blurt (A) sneer  

Choose the word with the /ir/ 15. 

(D) thirst (C) surf (B) thrive (A) year  

Which of the following spelling word is spelled correctly? 16. 

(D) aphternoon (C) afternune (B) afternon (A) afternoon  

Which of the following spelling word is spelled correctly? 17. 

(D) footsteppe (C)  footestep (B) footstep (A) footstepp  

Which of the following spelling word is spelled correctly? 18. 

(D) eggsell (C) eggshel (B) eggshell (A) egghell  

Which of the following spelling word is spelled correctly? 19. 

(D) flagpole (C) flagpoll (B) flagpol (A) flaggpole  

Which of the following spelling word is spelled correctly? 20. 

(D) neithy-one (C) ninety-one (B) ninedy-one (A) ninty-one  
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C-Grammar  : 

Question 1:  (Multiple Choices): 
               
            Choose which represents the correct choice for every question. 
 
 

He  is travelling to London next week.(choose the right proper noun) 1. 

(D) London (C)  is (B)  week (A) he  

We have our test on Tuesday. (choose the right proper noun) 2. 

(D)have (C) test  (B)  Tuesday (A)  have  

 I like to eat sweets. (choose the common noun in the sentence) 3. 

(D) I (C) sweets (B) eat (A) like   

ali is staying in Jeddah. (what is the word that should be capitalized) 4. 

(D) Is (C)  Jeddah (B) Staying (A) Ali  

My favorite drink is Diet Coke.( Choose the proper noun in the sentence) 5. 

(D) my (C) Diet Coke (B) favorite (A) drink  

 We are planning to go to a restaurant. (choose the common noun ) 6. 

(D)planning (C)   go (B) restaurant (A)   We  

She likes to read English books. (choose the proper noun in the sentence) 7. 

(D) read (C)  English (B) books (A)  she  

 Hanan is the tallest girl in her class. (choose the proper noun in the sentence) 8. 

(D) class  (C) tallest (B) Hanan (A) her  

 ………………….. idea was the best. (choose the correct possessive noun) 9. 

(D) Amals’ (C) Amal’s (B) Amals  (A) Amals’s  

 As the plan, the girls bought ice cream from a ……... cart. (choose the correct 10. 

(D) venders’s (C) venders’ (B)  venders (A)  vender’s  

Many …………… exhibits tell about our history.   11. 

(D) schools’ (C)  schoolss (B) school’s (A) schools’s  

He went to the supermarket.(choose the choose the common noun in the 

sentence) 

12. 

(D) the (C)  supermarket (B) went (A)  He   
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I want to be a doctor.( choose the common noun in the sentence) 13. 

(D) want (C) be (B) doctor (A) I  

She is waiting in the coffee shop. ( choose the common noun ) 14. 

( D ) waiting (C) She (B) coffee shop (A) in  

He grew up in Jeddah. (choose the proper noun in the sentence) 15. 

(D)  he (C)   grew (B) in (A) Jeddah  

I will go shopping on monday. (which word needs to be capitalized) 16. 

(D) Will (C) Go (B) Shopping ( A) Monday  

My sister’s name is Yara (choose the proper noun in the sentence) 17.  

(D) My (C) name (B) is (A) Yara  

The three ………………. friend asked their grandma to visit her. 
(cho he i )

18.  

(D) sisters’s (C) sisters’ (B)sister’ (A) sister  

My ………………………… job is a teacher. (choose the correct possessive noun) 19.  

(D) mothers’ (C) mothers’ss (B) mothers’s (A) mother’s  

The students didn’t take their ……….. permission to go early. 20. 

(D) teachers’ss (C) teacherss’ (B) teacher’s (A) teacher  

…………. dream will come true. (choose the correct possessive noun) 21. 

(D) Elyans’ss (C) Elyan’s (B) Elyan (A) Elyanss’  

 
Question 2: (True or False) 
 
Put  Ⓣ True if the words make  a  sentence or Ⓕ False if the sentence is wrong. 

     

1) dana got full marks in her test. T F 

2)  My name is Maya? T F 

3)  Have you studied for the exam. 

 

T F 

4)  I am not feeling well? T F 

5)  sara is eating her lunch. 

 

T F 

6) I need to buy a new dress? T F 
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7) I like reading books. T F 

8) How are you! T F 

9) My favorite fruit is apple. T F 

10)  Ahmed likes to slurp his milkshake. T F 

11) noor decorated the board. T F 

13) ali is a good boy. T F 

14) Amal likes to climb mountains.   T F 

15) Trees produce oxygen. T F 

16) Hamza has almost recovered from his leg injury? T F 

17) Did you go for shopping! T F 

18) I took my cat to the vet. T F 

19) What is your name. T F 

20) I like to study French. T F 

D-Writing  : 

Question 1:  (Multiple Choices): 
                    Choose which represents the correct choice for every question. 
 

Where did you go to secondary school ? ( choose the auxiliary verb ) 1. 

(D) school  (C) go (B) did (A) Where  

Do you have many cousins ? ( choose the main verb ) 2. 

(D) cousins (C)  have (B) You (A) Do  

Where were your parents born ?  ( choose the question word ) 3. 

(D) born (C) parents (B)  were (A) Where   

Did they go home? ( choose the auxiliary verb ) 4. 

(D) Did (C)  they (B)  go (A) home  

Where do you live? ( choose the question word ) 5. 

(D)you (C) do  (B)  where (A)  live  

Are they playing football? ( choose the auxiliary verb ) 6. 

(D) playing (C) Are (B) they (A) football   
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Do you want dinner? ( choose the auxiliary verb ) 7. 

(D) you (C)  dinner (B) Do (A) want  

When will we have lunch? ( choose the auxiliary verb ) 8. 

(D) When (C) will (B) lunch (A) have  

Whom did she meet? ( choose the question word ) 9. 

(D)she (C)   meet (B) Whom (A)   did  

Why did you move to a new city? ( choose the auxiliary verb ) 10. 

(D) you (C)  did (B) city (A)  Why  

 Why did he leave early? ( choose the question word ) 11. 

(D) early (C) he (B) Why (A) did  

 Will Ahmed go to Tokyo? ( choose the main verb ) 12. 

(D) Ahmed (C) go (B) Will (A) Tokyo  

 Do you like your teacher? ( choose the auxiliary verb ) 13. 

(D) your (C) like (B)  teacher (A)  Do  

Writing: 

Question 2 

 

_____________________________________________________________________________ 

 

b. How many supporting sentences are there ? 

______________________________________________________________________________ 

 

 

 

c. What is the concluding sentence? 

        ____________________________________________________________________________ 
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Reading Comprehension: 

 
Over half the species of animals, birds and insects of the world live 
in the rainforests and there is an incredible variety of plants.  
Rainforests play an important part in our climate. They absorb 
carbon dioxide and produce oxygen for us to breathe. Because the 
rainforests are disappearing there is more carbon dioxide, and 
because of this the world's temperature is going up. 

                 Answer the following questions 

                1. Why is the world’s temperature going  up ? 

             ………………………………………………………………………………………………. .  
                 

                      Fill in the blanks- 

1. ………………………..  play an important part in our climate. 

2. They absorb ……………………………….. and produce oxygen. 

___________________________________________________________________ 

2. Read the passage and answer the questions 

 

Q1. FILL IN THE BLANKS 

1- Halley’s Comet is heading towards …………………. 

2- He places an   ……………………… in newspapers. 

3- Who wants to stop the comet from crashing? 
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